Scottish composer Alexander Mackenzie 20 One novel does stand out as incorporating elements connected with an 'English Musical
Renaissance' at the end of the nineteenth century, however -George Bernard Shaw's
Love Among the Artists of 1881. As Phyllis Weliver has suggested, 21 the compositions by the fictional character Owen Jack in this novel (including a fantasia for piano and orchestra, and four scenes with chorus for music to Shelley's Prometheus Unbound) have a striking resonance in terms of early works by the British composer Hubert Parry (1848 Parry ( -1918 ): Parry's Piano Concerto and the cantata Prometheus Unbound were both completed in 1880. 22 Shaw was able to use these veiled references to advocate a more progressive aesthetic in British music in this period. However, it seems that apart from Shaw, few writers were willing or able to incorporate any literary allusion to an emerging British music around the end of the nineteenth century. Consequently, a perceived lack of obvious connections between British music and literature explains why discussions of musical Romanticism tend to avoid compositions by British composers. An exploration of such connections therefore has potential to heighten the status of British music within the musicological canon, and, with the potential for themed concert events, to establish problematic British works within the performing canon.
In one sense, literary aspects have already been associated with the concept of an 'English Musical Renaissance.' Parry's Prometheus Unbound, for example, has been cited by several critics as marking the beginning of a new confidence in British music; although this is partly owing to its Wagnerian properties (its declamatory approach, the significant role of the orchestra, its through-composed nature, the use of leit motives), the dramatic and political nature of Shelley's poem has marked it out as a 'dangerous' text, and one of a higher literary standard than the majority of cantata libretti. Parry's extensive book lists compiled at the back of his diaries, together with the wide range of texts which he set, identify him as a 'literary' composer. This is reflected by the title and content of his twelve sets of English Lyrics, which lie at the centre of his solo song output; these settings
show how a British composer could explore a sense of national identity through the exploration of a literary canon, ranging from Shakespeare to Parry's contemporaries such as Julian Sturgis and Mary Coleridge. However, literary associations are also part of the negative reception of several British composers of the Victorian and Edwardian era; hence the misleadingly selective view of Parry's literary tastes as redolent of conservatism and traditionalism, 23 the criticism of Elgar's choice of Longfellow in particular and of the texts of his songs in general, 24 or the suggestion that Mackenzie simply lacked a basic literary discrimination. 25 In reassessing the benefits of a literary focus in relation to British nineteenth-century music, some of the most promising studies are likely to be found where (
1) Composer-Author affinities
Tracing an affinity between composer and author/poet can help to identify a range of aesthetic issues. Particular focus upon the works of Walter Scott which influenced Arthur (1936) . Affinities between composer and writer can be explored even further, however. In terms of musical narrative, Ireland's pagan works tend to adopt a specific approach:
The structure for all of Ireland's pagan works is a type of musical narrative with peculiarly personal extra musical references. The structure most often includes an explicit setting and an event, usually a single incident, and sometimes a plot and characters, though there is little in the way of specific characterization. He favours ternary structures, at the start of which a mood is set up, followed by a central section in which conflict or confrontation occurs, after which there is a return to the original, now altered scene. 30 It is this sense of transformed nature which is a recurring image in Machen's writings; a passage from the Hill of Dreams provides a suitable illustration:
And then the air changed once more; the flush increased, and a spot like blood appeared in the pond by the gate, and all the clouds were touched with fiery spots and dapples of flame; here and there it looked as if awful furnace doors were being opened… As the red gained in the sky, the earth and all upon it glowed, even the grey winter fields and the bare hillsides crimsoned, the waterpools were cisterns of molten brass, and the very road glittered. He [Lucien] was wonder-struck, almost aghast, before the scarlet magic of the afterglow. 31 In addition to narrative parallels, there are also similarities concerning the sensations of language and music; Machen's description of the importance of language in The Hill of Dreams, for examplechiefly important for the beauty of its sounds, by its possession of words resonant, glorious to the ear, by its capacity, when exquisitely arranged, of suggesting wonderful and indefinable impressions… Here lay hidden the secret of the sensuous art of literature, it was the secret of suggestion, the art of causing delicious sensation by the use of words.
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-is revised by Richards to characterise Ireland's musical Impressionism:
chiefly important for the beauty of its sounds, by its possession of timbres and harmonies resonant, glorious to the ear, by its capacity, when exquisitely arranged, of suggesting wonderful and indefinable impressions… Here lay hidden the secret of the sensuous art of music, it was the secret of suggestion, the art of causing delicious sensation by the use of sounds. 49 This approach might also avoid an unfortunate division in writings on the composer. Whilst the miniatures are usually associated with the 'essential' Delius, the sonatas and concerti tend to be discussed from a formal perspective, often with negative conclusions. We are told that "their structural articulation is a little stiff," and that they are redolent of "an uneasy period which drew Delius into accepting classical moulds for his compositions," 50 -all leading to perceptions that these are somehow lesser works:
These relatively formal compositions -concertos, sonatas and quartets -do not seem to me to express the essential genius of Delius in at all the same degree as the works less fettered by formal considerations, especially in his choral-orchestral music. The music is obviously and typically Delian in texture, but yet seems to lack that divine spark of real genius that places the others in a class by themselves. 51 Despite these works displaying musical materials on a larger canvas, however, they Given that the poem 'Cynara' in particular has been described as "the defining masterpiece of the period… full of the iconography of decadence… full of the scent of love and wine and innocence and sin… the archetypal decadent poem," he [Stanford] seems most attracted by two things -Irish national music and a sort of broadly Tennysonian romanticism… His Tennysonian spirit shows itself in his great partiality for words dealing with nature, especially with the sea, or expressing the romantic side of patriotism; in these and similar veins he is again completely at home, and possesses a singular power of subtle pictorialism that is entirely devoid of the faintest exaggeration and yet is very direct and vivid. 57 What is striking about Stanford's compositional output is the frequent presence of
Tennyson as a literary source, whether as a text which was set, or as an extra-musical influence. Table I outlines the compositions which were inspired by Tennyson's works: He had chosen me, an unknown and untried composer, to write the incidental music to his tragedy of Queen Mary for its production at the Lyceum Theatre, then under the management of Mrs. Bateman. Many difficulties were put in the way of the performance of the music, into the causes for which I had neither the wish nor the means to penetrate. Finally, however, the management gave as an explanation that the music could not be performed, as the number of orchestral players required for its proper presentment would necessitate the sacrifice of two rows of stalls. To my young and disappointed soul came the news of a generous action which would have been a source of pride to many a composer of assured position and fame. The poet had offered, unknown to me, to bear the expense of the sacrificed seats for many nights, in order to allow my small share of the work to be heard. The offer was refused, but the generous action remains, one amongst the thousands of such quiet and stealthy kindnesses which came as second nature to him, and were probably as speedily forgotten by himself as they were lastingly remembered by their recipients. His manner of reading poetry has often been described. It was a chant rather than a declamation. A voice of deep and penetrating power, varied only by alteration of note and intensity of quality. The notes were few, and he rarely read on more than two, except at the cadence of a passage, when the voice would slightly fall. He often accompanied his reading by gentle rippling gestures with his fingers. As a rule he adhered more to the quantity of a line than the ordinary reciter, for he had the rare gift of making the accent felt without perceptibly altering the prosody. 59 In one of Stanford's most popular works, the choral ballad The Revenge (1886), it was
Tennyson's metrical sense which caused the composer to rethink his approach to declamation:
Without being a musician, he [Tennyson] had a great appreciation of the fitness of music to its subject, and was an unfailing judge of musical declamation. As he expressed it himself, he disliked music which went up when it ought to go down, and went down when it ought to go up. I never knew him wrong in his suggestions on this point. The most vivid instance I can recall was about a line in the "Revenge" -"Was he devil or man? He was devil for aught they knew." When I played to him my setting the word "devil" was set to a higher note in the question than it was in the answer; and the penultimate "they" was unaccented. He at once corrected me, saying that the second word "devil" must be higher and stronger than the first, and the "they" must be marked. He was perfectly right, and I altered it accordingly. It was apparently a small point, but it was this insisting on perfection of detail which made him the most valuable teacher of accurate declamation that it was possible for a composer to learn from. 60 Stanford's final version is as follows: the composer has a perfect right artistically to set any portion of a poem he chooses provided he does not actually alter the sense… I also feel that a poet should be grateful to anyone who fails to perpetuate such lines as:
The goal stands up, the keeper Stands up to keep the goal. Dr Vaughan Williams' setting flies in the face of all that is most delicate, most artistic, most human in the poem. What is the use of the poet softening the final blow as he does if Dr Vaughan Williams is to deal it afresh at the dead man with a sledge-hammer? What is the use of the friend saying 'Never ask me whose' in a pianissimo when he has just hurled the 'I cheer a dead man's sweetheart' at the ghost's head with a noise and agitation that would let the most stupid ghost that ever returned to earth into the secret. 67 Ivor Gurney (1890-1937) was a poet as well as a composer, and his awareness of the implications of Housman's text is reflected in his approach, one of the eight songs of The Western Playland (1921), again for voice (this time a baritone), string quartet and piano.
The jaunty opening of the modified strophic setting is deceptive, as the successively question, "Is my girl happy?" is highlighted by its being at half speed, and the song breaks down entirely at 'And has she tired of weeping', leading to a recitative-like section (ex.6).
Reproduced from The Western Playland by permission of Stainer & Bell Ltd., London, England.
The warning "Your girl is well-contented… sleep" is pointed by being unaccompanied, 
Play clip
There is therefore a dichotomy between preconceptions concerning Parry's role as a composer, and the resulting setting. to the text-music relationship. 73 Whilst Parry was keen to explore a declamatory style,
Bridges felt that such an approach replaced the sense of mysterious with the definite, which represented a fundamental loss:
Please do not think that I can possibly resent any objections of yours. I do not pretend to understand what modern music is aiming at… One mistake which I made, i.e. to make words sometimes as mysterious as the best music is, I did not see would be a mistake. It is evident that you want something always definite. This is I confess to me a resignation of the highest charm which I feel in music. As soon as its expression seems defined it loses to me most of its meaning. My ideal is beautiful melody harmony & orchestral effects with beautiful words, the meaning of which is half revealed by the music, but which, though they are full of suggestion, satisfy the intelligence with pictured ideas rather than definite expression.
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Although Bridges' correspondence with Parry was consistently polite, and at pains to suggest a flexibility in their working relationship, the poet's letters to friends revealed his frustration at the removal of lines and reorganisation of the poetic text:
I have written an ode to Music which Parry has set to music, at least he has set part of the sketch and an altered version of the finished parts. I don't know what the music is like. -I naturally don't take much interest in it, because I had hoped to do a good thing, and have done merely a broken backed affair, through no fault of mine… Parry has spoilt it as a poem. 75 Bridges' decision to publish his own version of the Invocation to Music poem (which restored a number of passages removed during the collaboration on the cantata) only one year after the cantata was performed and published, prefaced by an essay on 'The Musical Setting of Poetry', must have represented something of a catharsis. 76 It is significant that I have written the Ode for the opening of the Eton Memorial Hall. I hope you will like it. Parry, who set it to music, does not, but I have composed twice for him before, and each time sacrificed my poem to musical conveniences, and yet his music has not I am told, and think myself, justified the sacrifice. So this time I took the advice of my friends (musical friends) and made my thing hang together, leaving him to do what he will. 77 Given the difficulties in this working relationship, it is interesting to note that the poet had similar experiences in his collaboration with Stanford over the cantata Eden (1891). Here, Bridges felt that he had not been given enough time to complete the poem, and again, some of his suggestions prior to the publication of the cantata were apparently not incorporated.
You refer to "Eden": I would have made it better if I had more time. The music is not for me to criticize. It is not simple enough for my taste.
Bridges' musical tastes were primarily restricted to the music of the Renaissance and the early Baroque, despite some appreciation of works by Beethoven. 79 However, there was one modern composer whose settings of Bridges' poetry were approved of, primarily because of their rhythmic flexibility. After a performance by Gustav Holst of his Seven Part-Songs for female voice and strings, Op.44, Bridges wrote to the composer:
You asked me once or twice about the music, whether I liked it: if I did not say much it was because I felt it impertinent in me to pretend to judge of your work, and I thought that the pleasure, which I could tell you the professionals were feeling was a better compliment than mine would be, because they are accustomed to modern writing, whereas I am old fashioned… I liked all the 'Songs', especially When first we met and Sorrow and Joy. The only piece that I did not take to was 'Assemble all ye maidens' and that could be accounted for by the great dislike I have for the poem… Your way of treating words is so novel, and so unlike anything I could have imagined, that I think I got on astonishingly well in appreciating your invention so far as I did. For I really liked them very much: and want to hear them again. Recent literary reassessments of the poetic elegy have adopted a number of approaches, focusing upon the relationship between the mourner and the dead, and the nature of loss, in addition to exploring the various elegiac conventions. 83 All these elements might be adopted in any focus upon the musical elegy, and might also provide a 'way in' to some 'problematic' compositions. One example is Parry's Elegy for Brahms. There is no second-rate suavity about his work nor compromise with fashionable taste, but an obvious determination to say only such things as are true and earnest… The example of a noble man tends to make others noble, and the picture of a noble mind, such as is presented in his work, helps to raise others towards his level; and the influence which his music already exerts upon younger musicians is of the very highest value to art. Symphony (now in a minor version) in the Development section. 87 More striking, however, is the continuation of Brahms' theme which is alluded to at the end of the piece;
as a sudden textural interpolation within a general sense of apotheosis, its presence is significant -compare examples 11(a) and 11(b).
Bernoliel also suggests that "the lilting second subject in E minor is surely reminiscent of the second subject in Brahms' A minor string quartet." 88 If my music doesn't make itself understood as music, without any tributary explanation, then it's a failure as music, and there's nothing more to be said. It matters, of course, enormously to the composer what he was thinking about when he was writing a particular work, but to no-one else in the world does it matter one jot. 91 Whilst the suggestion that his works should be appreciated in an abstract sense is, on one level, a brave one, it has led to a number of difficulties in the reception of Vaughan
Williams' compositions, as writers have attempted to create extra-musical connections.
The Pastoral Symphony, for example, has been variously described as "V.W. rolling over and over in a ploughed field on a wet day," or "like a cow looking over a gate"; 92 representative of the wind blowing through the stones; similarly, the theme at figure 7 is titled 'Tess' in the sketches, explaining its "strange melancholy." 104 The most striking feature of the movement, however, concerns the eight bell strokes towards the end of the movement; after the eighth stroke (separated from its predecessors to give added significance) at figure 19 , the Tess theme returns in a muted, truncated version. 105 The fact programme' behind the work -one that he felt should not be disclosed, as "less intelligent performers would be certain to read too much programme into the music and over-dramatise it." 108 A possible candidate for this quasi-programme is Edward Bulwer Lytton's occult novel A Strange Story. 109 There are several parallels between the novel and the Quintet -the use of chant, the sense of 'other' contrasted with the conventional salon atmosphere, the recall of past events, and the final sense of apotheosis. The most striking musical scene in the novel, however, concerns a social function at Mrs Poyntz' house, focusing upon the powers of the villain Margrave:
Miss Brabazon having come to the close of a complicated and dreary sonata, I heard Margrave abruptly ask her if she could play the Tarantella, that famous Neapolitan air which is founded on the legendary belief that the bite of the tarantula excites an irresistible desire to dance. On that highbred spinster's confession that she was ignorant of the air, and had not even heard of the legend, Margrave said, 'let me play it to you, with variations of my own'… Margrave's fingers rushed over the keys, and there was a general start, the prelude was so unlike any known combination of harmonic sounds … And the torture of the instrument now commenced in good earnest: it shrieked, it groaned, wilder and noisier. Beethoven's Storm, roused by the fell touch of a German pianist, were mild in comparison; and the mighty voice, dominating the anguish of the cracking keys, had the full diapason of a chorus. Certainly I am no judge of music, but to my ear the discord was terrific -to the ears of better-informed amateurs it seemed ravishing. All were spell-bound… To this breathless delight, however, soon succeeded a general desire for movement. To my amazement, I beheld these formal matrons and sober fathers of families forming themselves into a dance, turbulent as a children's ball at Christmas. And when, suddenly desisting from his music, Margrave started up, caught the skeleton hand of Miss Brabazon, and whirled her into the centre of the dance, I could have fancied myself at a witches' sabbat. 110 In the Development section of the first movement of Elgar's Quintet, we have a similar series of events: the formal 'squareness' of a fugato (reflecting Miss Brabazon's "complicated and dreary sonata"), richly-textured rhetorical interventions on the piano, marked poco allargando, largamente and molto largamente (the "full diapason of a chorus"), clangorous writing nine bars before figure 14 ("terrific discord"), and, most significantly, a series of interrupted tarantella fragments in the strings which coalesce into an overt tarantella theme at figure 14. An interdisciplinary approach to British music and literature is therefore potentially beneficial to the study of both arts. As a direct challenge to perceptions of British music around the turn of the twentieth century as somehow lacking a literary perspective, this mode of enquiry could provide a 'way in' to reassessing the status of composers and re-evaluating musical works which have often been dismissed as problematic. An awareness of biographical parallels between composers and writers could help literary and musical audiences to appreciate particular works, and a focus upon aesthetic issues could provide fascinating comparative studies of the treatment and adaptation of related issues in two different art forms. Similarly, musical settings of text gain an added significance by being viewed as critical interpretations of those texts, particularly where they contribute to literary debates over meaning and structure. Focus upon collaborative projects would help to highlight both local and general relationships between music and poetry, and definitions of literary genres could be reworked in studies of their musical counterparts; literary sources and narrative techniques could also be invoked as a potential explanation for the internal ordering and nature of musical images and events in selected compositions -whether as hidden programmes, influential texts, or structural models. By exploring the innate flexibility that interdisciplinary studies possess, adapting a range of methods and approaches from each individual discipline, these shared concerns represent a real opportunity to reassess cultural connections within the Victorian and Edwardian era.
